AdVenture’s Adaptive Cycles

Boise Parks & Recreation’s Adaptive Recreation program AdVenture offers group rides along the Boise Greenbelt during May-October. See the current schedule in the Activity Guide at http://parks.cityofboise.org or call 208-608-7680 to learn more. Please call Sonya or Emily to learn more or to schedule a time to tryout these adaptive cycles.

Black Handcycle
Cycle Features:
- Tri pin hand crank (designed for those with limited grip)
- Back pedal to brake
- Mountain bike tires
- 7 speeds
- Foot straps

Blue Excel Handcycle
Cycle Features:
- Tri pin hand crank (designed for those with limited grip)
- Back pedal to brake
- 7 speeds
- Foot straps

Green Cyclone Handcycle
Cycle Features:
- Hand crank, back pedal to brake
- Style that attaches to wheelchair
Yellow Small Quickie Handcycle
Cycle Features:
- Hand crank
- Back pedal to brake
- Foot straps

Top End Small Excel Handcyles
Cycle Features:
- Back pedal to brake
- Foot straps
- Hand crank
- 3 Speeds

Small Recumbent Handcycle
Top End Exclarator XLT Jr.
Cycle Features:
- Hand crank
- Recumbent seating
- Seat level shifting on left
- Back pedal to brake
- 7 speeds
- Foot straps
**Recumbent Handcycles XLT**  
Cycle Features:  
- Hand crank  
- Seat level shifting and brake on right  
- Recumbent seating  
- Multiple speeds  
- Foot straps

**Blue Recumbent Handcycle**  
**Top End Excelerator XLT Gold**  
Cycle Features:  
- Hand crank  
- Recumbent seating  
- Multiple speeds  
- Foot straps  
- Brake and shifting on right hand pedal

**Yellow Recumbent Handcycle**  
**Top End Force**  
Cycle Features:  
- Hand crank  
- Recumbent seating  
- Multiple speeds  
- Foot straps  
- Brake and shifting on right hand pedal
**Red "Miami Sun" Adult Trike**
Cycle Features:
- Hand brake on right
- Wide seat
- 1 speed bike
- Basket

**Small Yellow Trike**
Cycle Features:
- Hand brake on right
- Cruiser seat
- 3 speed bike
- Small riders only

**Red Adult Trike**
Cycle Features:
- Hand brake on left
- Cruiser cushion seat
- 1 speed bike
- Basket

**Blue Adult Trike**
Cycle Features:
- Hand brake on right
- Cruiser cushion seat
- 3 speed bike
- Basket
**Tandem Bicycles**
Bicycle Features:
- Multiple speeds
- Both riders pedal

**Tandem Recumbent Trike**
**Terra Trike Rover**
Cycle Features:
- 8 speeds
- Independent pedal system (one rider can coast while other pedals)
- Adaptive pedal with heel and toe strap

**Small Recumbent Trike**
**KMX Kompact**
Cycle Features:
- 3-wheel recumbent
- Foot peddles
- Hand controlled steering and braking
- Multiple speeds
Yellow Recumbent Trike
Terra Trike Tadpole
Cycle Features:
- 3-wheel recumbent
- Foot pedals
- Hand controlled steering and braking (need to be able to use both hands to brake simultaneously)

Black Recumbent Trike
Sun Delta Trike
Cycle Features:
- 3-wheel recumbent
- Foot pedals
- Hand controlled steering and braking

Small Mountain Bike with Stabilizing Wheels
Cycle Features:
- Foot pedals
- Hand controlled steering and braking
- Multiple speeds
- Adult training wheels style

Mountain Bikes
Variety of adult size Mt Bikes

Adaptive Foot Pedals
These pedals can be used on most leg powered cycles